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Abstract. A highly qualified fine art teacher must be a creative personality who has grasped 

the basics of pedagogical mastery, who works confidently as an artist, who can effectively talk to 

students about the richness and characteristic features of fine art as a connoisseur of his work, and 

who can convincingly show students the charm of practical work on drawing and painting. 

 

Аннотация. Высококвалифицированный педагог изобразительного искусства должен 

быть личностью творческой, постигшей основы педагогического мастерства, уверенно 

работающей художником, умеющей эффективно рассказывать учащимся о богатстве и 

характерных чертах изобразительного искусства как знаток своего дела, и специалист, 

способный убедительно показать студентам возможности практической работы по рисунку и 

живописи. 
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Such teachers are able to develop aesthetic education and culture of students. 

As is known, the process of training highly qualified fine art teachers has its own characteristics. 

One of the unique features of training future teachers is that connecting practical work with 

mastering the main theoretical principles of descriptive literacy is the main condition for the 

successful implementation of the teaching process [1-4]. 

It is important to determine the stages at which you will master educational drawings at this and 

other levels [5]. 

The main task of primary education is to arm students with the necessary knowledge (on the 

basis of which professional habits and skills are formed), to familiarize them with theoretical and 

practical teaching, which are the main methods of professional training, and to organize exercises. 

Observations show that the output level of the knowledge of the lower course students in the 

field of painting theory is non-scientific concepts of life. The task of the school is to raise them to a 

scientific level, to reorganize these concepts through specially organized teaching. 

In the teaching process, firstly, the complexity of the described objects, as well as the tasks set 

before them, and secondly, the difficulties and typical mistakes caused by the lack of necessary 

knowledge and skills are explained to the lower course students [7]. 
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Perception of the model and the typical mistakes that occur in the process of building and 

perceiving the drawings are also typical mistakes of first-year students who try to work on a drawing 

quickly without being determined on the basis of this relationship. 

In order for practical work to be at an excellent level, it is necessary to provide students with a 

knowledge system before starting practical work. At the initial stage of education, it is especially 

necessary to hold lectures that allow students to get acquainted with the theoretical foundations. 

The initial stage of teaching is a necessary stage of the process of laying the foundation for the 

next stages and training future teachers [6]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. 

 

It is not justified to start the practical teaching of painting without an initial theoretical 

introduction, because during practical exercises it is always necessary to refer to the basic principles 

of theory. Instructions such as "drawing from the general to the specific", "it is necessary to construct 

the picture" do not reach the students as quickly as they should. They cannot accept, understand and 

apply these instructions at work. Thus, we made it clear that the main task at the initial stage of 

education is to train students with such a division system that professional habits are formed on it. 

Thus, the main elements of vocational training are theoretical and practical training. They can be 

implemented both together and separately. 

A highly qualified fine art teacher must be a creative personality who has grasped the basics of 

pedagogical mastery, who works confidently as an artist, who can effectively talk to students about 

the richness and characteristic features of fine art as a connoisseur of his work, and who can 

convincingly show students the charm of practical work on drawing and painting. Such teachers are 

able to develop aesthetic education and culture of students [8]. 

The study of the modern state of teaching fine arts in secondary general education schools 

shows that some of our schools have such creative teachers. They help their students learn the pearls 

of fine art in depth, discover their abilities in this field in time, and succeed in developing their 

knowledge and skills.  
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Figure 3. 

 

Figure 4. 

 

Students studying for a bachelor's degree in fine arts teaching in higher schools, the content of 

the exercises in the first year is enriched by drawing complex shapes of some geometric figures taught 

in the previous courses based on these shapes. The content of the exercises in this course can be 

summarized as follows [9]. 

1. To be able to perform a drawing from nature, to give a color description of cylindrical and 

rectangular objects with strokes on a white background. 

2. Drawing of geometric objects, drawing of still life arranged in fruits, vegetables and 

household items with a pencil, and drawing of various creatures with colors. 

3. Describing animal, bird, fish, insect figures from nature and from memory. 

By completing these tasks, the student acquires the following knowledge and skills: 

- Acquires the habit of describing the subject's volume and location in space by means of 

perspective and light-shadow rules. 

- He should be able to express the main features in paintings from nature and plot compositions 

with color and other descriptive means. 

- He should be able to draw a simple still life consisting of two or three objects set on a flat 

surface and depict it in full colors. 

In the program, most of the hours allocated to fine arts classes are devoted to drawing from 

nature. Since drawing from nature is based on visual learning methods, it increases the effectiveness 

of drawing classes and has a positive effect on the general development of students. Drawing from 

nature is a type of visual art that provides the dynamic and attention of students' observation ability 

in the process of description, interest in the phenomena of the surrounding world, seeing ways of 

understanding it, memory, the basis of graphic literacy, and the development of figurative-emotional 

perception. 

Drawing from nature is a learning process in which the student is not satisfied with reflecting 

the subject he sees. Also describes additional information they know about the item. A student who 

draws from nature observes it thoroughly, tries to determine its structure, form and characteristic 
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features. At this time, the student's mental results about the subject are concrete, because the nature 

in front of the eyes creates favorable conditions for perception and comparison, assimilation. 

Special attention should be paid to studying the following issues in the process of teaching art. 

1. Correct use of drawing tasks, necessary supplies for drawing; 

2. Correctly see and correctly reflect the structure, form and proportion of nature; 

3. Depict the subject correctly with light and shade, taking into account the laws of perspective 

and size; 

In addition to reflecting the shape and structure of nature, the student should be able to give its 

color scheme. Therefore, students should practically master the ways of correctly seeing color 

relationships and correctly reflecting them. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5. 

 

Figure 6. 

 

The real world is a convenient representational tool to correctly reflect the subjects of the 

events, and in the color scheme of the subject, the student should learn the following: 

1. Colors, their characteristics and rules of their use; 

2. Performing various works with watercolor and gouache; 

3. Use of transitions of primary and secondary colors; 

4. To paint drawn objects, to reflect them in the spatial environment with colors and shades. 

5. Learning the color appearance of the subject.  

Timely detection of students' abilities and inclinations towards art, development of their interest 

in art and formation of their aesthetic views depend on their knowledge and preparation of fine arts 

[8]. 

Thus, the issue of serious emphasis on training of highly qualified fine art teachers in higher 

schools can be successfully solved only when a solid foundation is laid for the success of the future 

fine art teacher. 
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